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Abstract-- In this paper, we study differential algebraic equations (DAEs) of the form A(x, t)(d(x, 
t)y + b(x, t) -- 0 with in some sense well-matched matrix functions A(x, t) and D(x, t) :-- d~ (x, t) as 
they arise, e.g., in circuit simulation. We characterize index 1 DAEs in this context. After analyzing 
those index 1 equations themselves, we apply Runge-Kutta methods and BDFs, provide stability 
inequalities, and show convergence. The cases of the image space of D(x, t) or the nullspace of 
A(x, t) remaining constant are pointed out to be essentially favourable for the qualitative behaviour 
of the approximations on long intervals. Hence, when modelling with DAEs one should try for those, 
constant subspaces. Relations to quasilinear DAEs in standard formulation E(x, t)x t + f(x, t) -= 0 
are considered, too. (g) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -D i f fe rent ia l  algebraic equation, Runge-Kutta methods, Backward differentiation for- 
mulas. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we deal with differential algebraic equations (DAEs) of the form 
A(x(t), t)(d(x(t), t))' + b(x(t), t) = 0, (1.1) 
where A(x,t) and d~(x,t) =: D(x,t) are constant rank singular, possibly rectangular matrix 
functions which are in some sense well matched. 
Semiexplicit DAEs 
• i(t) + b~(~ (t), ~( t ) ,  t) = o, 
b2(xl(t), x2(t), t) = 0 (1.2) 
arise in (1.1) as a simpler special case with 
A(x,t) = ( ~) , d(xl,x2,t) = xl, D(x,t) = (I O). 
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i x Clearly, system (1.2) has index 1 if the partial Jacobian b2,x2(Xl, 2,t) remains nonsingular. In 
this case, locally around a consistent initial value, the function x2 = ¢(xl, t) is given implicitly 
by the relation b2(xl, x2, t) = 0 and so the explicit ordinary differential equation (ODE) 
x i ( t  ) -~- b l (x l ( t ) ,  ~)(xl(t),  t), t) -~ O, (1.3) 
which governs the dynamics of the DAE (1.2), is uniquely determined by the problem data. 
One of our aims is to characterize an index 1 property for the general DAE (1.1), to state 
initial value problems (IVPs), and to consider solvability of them, as well as to show that there 
is also an inherent explicit ODE like (1.3) that is uniquely determined by the problem data. 
Recall that just for linear index 1 DAEs in standard form 
E(t)x'(t) + F(t)x(t) = q(t), (1.4) 
in general, there is no inherent regular (or essentially underlying) ODE uniquely determined by 
the problem data, but it may strongly depend on how certain projectors and transformations, 
respectively, are chosen. 
Our second objective is to study the numerical solution of index 1 DAEs (1.1) by Runge-Kutta 
(RK) methods and backward ifferentiation formulas (BDFs). We provide stability inequalities 
and convergence as usual. Moreover, we ask whether the numerical integration method applied 
to (1.1) is transferred without conversion to the numerical solution of the inherent regular ODE. 
In this case, as an immediate consequence, qualitative results for regular ODEs like B-stability, 
etc., apply to the DAE (1.1), too. Observe that, by the use of stiffly accurate RK methods and 
BDFs, this feature is trivially given for semiexplicit ndex 1 systems (1.2) and their inherent 
regular ODEs (1.3). However, in the case of general DAEs (1.1) to be considered here, this is no 
longer trivial to realize. 
Problems of the form (1.1) arise in a natural way in some applications. For instance, in circuit 
simulation the modified nodal analysis (MNA) leads to special systems of the form (1.1), namely 
(el. [1]) 
d (q (A-Cx(t))) ' + b(x(t), t) = 0, (1.5) 
where the unknown function x(.) contains the nodal potentials, the currents of inductances, and 
the currents of voltage sources. Matrix A is large, rectangular, but of sparse structure. With 
d(x, t) := q(ATx, t), the MNA system (1.5) fits into the form of (1.1). For various trong reasons 
it is desired to apply numerical integration methods just to (1.5). It is not convenient to turn 
from (1.5) and (1.1), respectively, to the standard form DAE 
A(x(t), t)P(x(t), t)x' (t) + b(x(t), t) + A(x(t), t)d~(x(t), t) = 0 (1.6) 
and to apply numerical methods then. 
In [2], standard form DAEs 
E(x(t), t)x'(t) + f (x( t ) ,  t) = 0 (1.7) 
are considered under the assumption that the subspace KerE(x,t )  is independent of x and 
varies smoothly with t. By means of a projector matrix function PE(t) such that KerPE(t) = 
Ker E(x, t), E(x, t) = E(x, t)PE(t), the DAE (1.7) is rewritten as 
E(x(t), t)(PE (t)x(t))' + f(x(t),  t) - E(x(t), t)P~(t)x(t) =- O. (1.s) 
The case of a constant nullspace Ker E(x, t) and a constant projector Ps, respectively, is pointed 
out to be highly preferable since then qualitative results known for numerical integration methods 
applied to regular ODEs like B-stability, etc., can be realized for the DAE (1.7), too. Evidently, 
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with the linear function d(x, t) := PE(t)x, (1.8) appears to be a special case of (1.1). Hence, 
naturally, an index I notion for (1.1) and the results we are aiming at have to take the tractability 
index 1 and the corresponding results of [2]. However, when considering the general DAE (1.1) 
here, we do not at all assume d(x, t) to be linear with respect o x, and Ker D(x, t) is allowed to 
depend on x. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. The three-dimensional system 
(xl(t) - x2(t)xa(t))' + |x2(t )  q2(t) ] = 0 (1.9) 
\ xa(t) qa(t)] 
is, in the context below, a good index 1 DAE (1.1) with 
and 
A(x,t)  = d(x,t) = xl - x2x3, D(x , t )  = ( i  - x3  - x2) ,  
X~l(t) - x3(t)x~(t) - x2(t)x~3(t) A- xl(t) = ql(t), 
x2(t) = q2(t), (1.10) 
x (t) = qs(t),  
that is, a standard DAE (1.7) with differentiation i dex I and solution dependent Ker E(x, t). 
Comparing (1.9) and (1.10) with respect o the necessary smoothness of q and numerical treat- 
ment, one can expect advantages when dealing with (1.9). 
It is well known that, due to a time-varying subspace Ker E(t), numerical integration method,s 
applied to linear standard form index 1 DAEs (1.4) may perform very badly on longer intervals 
(cf. [3] and Example 4.2 below). To overcome these problems, in [4-6], integration methods are 
applied to the reformulated version of (1.4) 
(Z(t)x(t))' + (F(t) - E~(t))x(t) = q(t). (1.11) 
In fact, in [5,6] contractivity results are reported for the case of a time-invariant image space of 
the coefficient E(t). 
Denoting by RE(t) a projector matrix such that Im RE(t) = ImE(t) ,  RE(t)E(t) = E(t), we 
may also rewrite the linear standard form DAE (1.4) as 
RE(t)(E(t)x(t))'  + (F(t) - R~(t)E'(t))x(t) = q(t), (1.12) 
which can be recognized immediately as a further special case of (1.1). If RE (t) is time-invariant, 
numerical methods applied to (1.12) coincide with those for (1.11). Thus, the positive results 
obtained for the so-called modified methods in [4-6] have to be taken into account in the inves- 
tigation of (1.1) below. Considering the different numerical methods applied to (1.8) or (1.12) 
(and (1.11), respectively) in a unified way, confirming the results, e.g., of [2,4-6] and explaining 
them better is a third objective we have in mind. In fact, this was our initial goal. At this place 
it should be stressed once more that a certain time-dependent moving of some of the subspaces 
is responsible for some of the bad qualitative behaviour of numerical approximations. Hence, by 
investigating autonomous DAEs, one cannot pass to the problem. 
1 -xz  -x2  ) 
A(x,t )D(x,t )  = 0 0 0 . 
0 0 0 
Rewritten in the form (1.6), system (1.9) reads 
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In order to realize the objectives pointed out above for the general DAE (1.1), we begin by 
considering the somewhat simpler quasilinear equation 
A(x(t), t)(D(t)x(t))' + b(x(t), t) = 0 (1.13) 
and extend the results obtained for (1.13) to the general case afterwards. 
In Section 2, the basic notions and the decoupling procedure that will be the tool for analyzing 
the DAE itself as well as the numerical method are given for the DAE (1.13). In Section 3, 
we investigate numerical integration methods on compact integration intervals to show stability 
inequalities as well as convergence. Then, in Section 4, we deal with the question whether dis- 
cretization and decoupling commute. A positive answer has nice consequences for the qualitative 
behaviour of the approximations. The results obtained for (1.13) in the previous ections are 
extended to the general case (1.1) in Section 5. Some conclusions and forthcoming work are 
pointed out in Section 6. Two technical proofs are given in the Appendix. 
Below, under certain conditions, DAEs of the form (1.1) and (1.13) are called DAEs with 
properly stated leading terms. In comparison with standard form DAEs (1.7), it is now figured 
out precisely which parts of the derivative of the unknown function are actually involved, hence, a 
DAE with properly stated leading term contains more information on the problem to be solved. 
When turning to the standard form DAE (1.6), this additional information gets lost again in 
general. 
There are earlier papers (e.g., [7]) devoted to linear multistep methods for index 1 DAEs of 
the form (1.13). On the other hand, in [8] special MNA systems from circuit simulation forming 
good index 1 DAEs in the context of this paper still had to be treated via an enlarged index 2 
semiexplicit system only recently. To our knowledge, there exists no systematic analysis of general 
equations (1.1) that meets the low smoothness demands of applications in the literature. 
2. QUASIL INEAR DAES WITH PROPERLY  
FORMULATED LEADING TERM AND THE 
DECOUPL ING IN  THE INDEX 1 CASE 
Consider equations of the form 
A(x(t), t)(D(t)x(t))' + b(x(t), t) = O, (2.1) 
where A : :Do x 270 C_ R m × R , L(IR ~, Rm), b : :Do x 270 , R m are continuous with continuous 
partial derivatives A~, b~, and D : 270 ~ L(Rm, R n) is continuous. For brevity, instead of (2.1) 
we sometimes write 
f((D(t)x(t)) ' ,  x(t), t) = 0, (2.2) 
with f (y,  x, t) := A(x, t)y + b(x, t). 
A function x(.) : Z~ ~ R m is said to be a solution of (2.1) in the interval 27, C 270 if it belongs 
to the function space 
C~ (Z~,R m) := {x(.) e C(Z~,R'~) : (Dx)(.) e C 1 (Z~,R")} 
and (2.1) is satisfied, for all t 6 27x. In particular, for the semiexplicit DAE (1.2), a solution 
is a continuous function that has a component xl belonging to the class C 1. Demanding that 
x2 E C 1 would be rather unnatural for (1.2). In comparison with an equation in standard 
formulation (1.7), an equation (2.1) with properly stated leading term shows more structure. 
It is precisely figured out which derivatives are actually involved. In view of control problems 
and sensitivity analysis, a properly stated leading term contains information about which of the 
components are the smooth ones. 
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Obviously, with 
Mo(t ) :={xeT)o :b(x , t )E ImA(x , t )} ,  teZo ,  
we have x(t) E J~4o(t), t e ~ for all solutions. 
If A(x, t) and D(t) remain everywhere nonsingular, then (2.1) simply represents a regular ODE 
with respect o D(t)x(t), and Ad0(t) = :Do. We are interested in the more complicated case of 
DAEs characterized by everywhere singular matrices A(x, t) and D(t). 
DEFINITION 2.1. The DAE (2.1) has a properly formulated leading term ff 
Ker A(x, t) @ Im D(t) = R n, for a//x e 7)0, t e :To, (2.3) 
and if there is a projector function R E C 1 (Zo, L(Rn)) such that R(t) 2 = R(t), Im R(t) = Im D(t), 
Ker R(t) = Ker A(x, t), for all t E :To, x E 7)o. 
In this case, the matrix functions A(x, t) and D(t) are said to be well matched. 
Observe that the conditions on R(t) imply that A(x, t)R(t) = A(x, t), f(y, x, t) = f(R(t)y, x, t), 
and n(t)D(t) = D(t). 
REMARK 2.1. In particular, if the leading term of (2.1) is properly formulated, KerA(x,t) is 
independent of x, and both Im D(t) and Ker A(x, t) have constant dimension, say r and n - r. 
Furthermore, both subspaces are spanned by C 1 functions. 
REMARK 2.2. Condition (2.3) is equivalent to the three relations 
Im A(x, t)D(t) = Im A(x, t), 
Ker A(x, t)D(t) = Ker D(t), 
Ker A(x, t) M Im D(t) = {0}, x E Do, tEIo. 
For the rest of the paper we introduce the following definitions and notations: 
. No(t) := KerD(t), 
* Qo(t) is a projector onto No(t), Po(t) := I - Qo(t), 
* B(y,x,t)  := b~(x,t) + (A(x,t)y)~, 
. So(y,x,t) := {z E R m : S(y ,x , t )z  E ImA(x,t)}, 
. g l  (y, x, t) := A(x, t)D(t) + S(y, x, t)Qo (t). 
By construction, it holds that B(y, x, t) = B(R(t)y, x, t). 
Further, we denote by D(t)-  the reflexive generalized inverse of D(t) that has the properties 
D(t)-D(t)D(t) -  = D(t)-,  D(t )D(t ) -D(t )= D(t), and, additionally, 
D(t)D(t)- = n(t), D(t)-D(t) = Po(t). 
Obviously, D(t) -  depends on how Po(t) is chosen. Observe that D(t)Po(t) = D(t) and, hence, 
D(t)Qo(t) = O. Observe further that Po(t)D(t)- = D(t)- and, hence, Qo(t)D(t)- -= O. Both 
Q0(t) and D(t)-  are assumed to be continuous with respect o t. 
If the DAE (2.1) has a properly formulated leading term, then, for each x0 E ]~4o(t), there is 
a unique Y0 E ImD(t) such that A(xo, t)yo + b(xo, t) = O. Then So(yo,xo, t) = T~oJ~Ao(t ) holds 
true, supposing the tangent space is defined. 
Throughout this paper, we assume the DAE (2.1) to be properly formulated in the sense that 
the matrices defining its leading term are well matched. It should be stressed that this has 
nothing to do with the mathematical notion of the well-posedness of a problem. It only says that 
the derivatives involved are figured out in a proper way, indeed. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. The DAE (2.1) has tractability index 1 ff 
No(t)nSo(y,z,t)={o}, xe:Do, tc:~o, yeR ~. (2.4) 
REMARK 2.3. It would be enough to impose No(t) N So(y,x,t) = {0}, for all z e A40(t), which, 
due to the continuity of AI(y, x, t) with respect o its arguments, implies immediately No(t) M 
So(y, x, t) = {0} on a neighbourhood. One can interpret Do to represent this neighbourhood. 
REMARK 2.4. Using [2, Th. 13, p. 198], relation (2.4) is equivalent to each of the following 
conditions: 
(i) Al(y ,x , t )  is nonsingular, for all x • Do, t •Z0, y • R ~. 
(ii) No(t) @ So(y,x,t) = R m, for all x • :Do, t • Z0, y • R ~. 
The projector onto So(y, x, t) along No(t) is called the canonical projector in the index 1 case 
and will be denoted by P¢an(Y, x, t). A useful representation [2]is 
Pea. = I - QoA[ I  B. 
For any vector x, we can write x = Po(t)x + Qo(t)x = D(t ) -D( t )x  + Qo(t)x. In this way, 
(2.2) can be expressed as 
f (R(t)(D(t)x(t))' ,  D(t) -D(t)x(t)  + Qo(t)x(t), t) -- o. (2.5) 
Denoting w(t) = D(t) - (D(t)x(t)) '  + Qo(t)x(t), as D(t)w(t) = R(t)(D(t)x(t))' ,  Qo(t)w(t) = 
Qo(t)x(t), we rewrite (2.5) as 
f (D(t)w(t), n ( t ) -D( t )x( t )  + Qo(t)w(t), t) = O. 
In the following lemma, we study the equation f (D(t)w, D( t ) -u  + Qo(t)w, t) = 0 with respect o 
u 6 R n, w 6 R m, t 6 R. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let to 6 Zo, xo 6 A4o(to), Yo C ImD(to) be given such that f(yo, xo,to) = O. Let 
uo := D(to)xo, wo := D(to)-yo+Qo(to)xo and let Afo C R m x ]('~ x R denote a neighbourhood of 
(wo, uo,to). The function E(w, u,t) := f (n ( t )w ,n( t ) -u  + Qo(t)w,t) is given for (w, u,t) • Afo. 
Then, /f No(to) M So(Yo,xo,to) = {0}, there are a radius p > O, an interval Z C_ :To, and a 
continuous function w : ~(uo,p) x Z ---* R m, fB(uo,p) C R n that satisfies F(w(u,t) ,u, t )  = O, 
u • 93(uo, p), t • Z, w(uo, to) = wo. 
It holds that w(u, t) - w(n(t)u, t). Furthermore, w has a continuous partial derivative w~ 
satisfying 
w" (u, t) = - (A-{1B) (D(t)w(u, t), D( t ) -u  + Qo(t)w(u, t), t) D(t) - ,  
w" (uo, to) = - (A l l  B) (Yo, xo, to)D(to)-. 
PROOF. Since F(w0, uo, to) -- 0, and as 
F" (wo, uo, to) = A(xo, to)D(to) + B(yo, xo, to)Qo(to) = Al(yo, xo, to), 
the assertion results from the implicit function theorem. | 
By Lemma 2.1, the relations f (D( t )w,D( t ) -u  + Qo(t)w,t) = 0 and w = w(u,t) are locally 
equivalent around points xo e A4o(to). Given a solution x(.) 6 C~(27, ]R "~) of the index 1 tractable 
DAE (2.1), we may apply Lemma 2.1 at each x(t) E A40(t), t E Z. By uniqueness and continuity 
arguments we find the function w(u, t) to be given around {(u(t), t) : t e Z}, where 
~(t) := DIt/~(t), ~(t/ := D(t)- (D(t)~(t))' + QoIt)~(t). 
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In this way, the following representation f the solution results: 
x(t) = D-(t )u(t )  + Qo(t)w(u(t), t), 
where u(.) E C 1 satisfies the equation 
R(t)u'(t) = O(t)w(u(t), t). 
Since R(.) e C 1, we may rewrite (2.7) as 




The solution representation (2.6),(2.8) gives insight into the DAE structure. We will refer to (2.8) 
as the inherent regular ODE. Recall that the flow is mainly governed by the inherent regular ODE. 
It is worth mentioning that the decoupling (2.6),(2.8) contains corresponding relations in [2] for 
the case of D(t) = oct  ) -  = R(t) = Po(t). 
Clearly, in the context of Lemma 2.1, we may consider the regular ODE (2.8) without assuming 
the existence of a DAE solution. In particular, we can make use of equation (2.8) for proving 
solvability below. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let all assumptions and the function w : fS(Uo, p) x Z ~ ~m of Lemma 2.1 be 
given. 
(i) Then, the time varying subspace ImD(t) = ImR(t), t E Z, is an invariant subspace 
of the inherent regular ODE (2.8) of the DAE (2.1). That is, if a solution starts in 
u(to) E ImD(to), for some to E Z, it holds that u(t) E ImD(t), for all t, where the, 
solution exists. 
(ii) If Im D(t) does not vary with t, the inherent regular ODE simplifies on the invariant; 
subspace ImD(to) to 
u'(t) = D(t)w(u(t),t) ,  u(to) E ImO(t0). 
(iii) The inherent regular ODE (2.8) is uniquely determined by the data of the DAE. In par- 
ticular, (2.8) is independent of the choice of the projector Po(t). 
PROOF. 
(i) Inserting any solution u(.) E C I in (2.8) we multiply the resulting identity by (I - R(t)~ 
and obtain (I - R(t))u'(t) - (I - R(t))R'(t)u(t) = O, or, with v(t) := (I - R(t))u(t) 
v'(t) = -R ' ( t )u(t )  + (I - R(t))R~(t)u(t) 
= -R ' ( t )u( t )  + R'(t)R(t)u(t) = -R' ( t )v(t ) .  
(ii) 
(iii) 
Hence, v(t) vanishes identically if v(to) = O. 
Denoting by/~ E L(R m) a constant projector onto the constant subspace Im D(t) we have 
/~ = R(t)/~, R(t) = FiR(t), and R'(t)R(t) = R(t) 'RR(t)  = (R(t)Ft)'R(t) = ft 'R(t) = O. 
Therefore, due to u(t) = R(t)u(t), the term R'(t)u(t) in (2.8) disappears. 
We take two different projectors Po(t), Po(t) along No, Qo(t) = I -Po( t ) ,  Qo(t) = I-Po(t), 
and the corresponding generalized inverses D(t) - ,  D(t ) - .  We apply Lemma 2.1 using 
Po(t), D( t ) -  and P0(t), D(t)-,  respectively, and denote the resulting functions by w 
and @. 
The relation w = w(u, t) is locally equivalent with 
0 = f (D(t)w, D( t ) -u  + Qo(t)w, t) 
= f (D(t)w, Do(t) {D( t ) -u  + Qo(t)w} + d2o(t) {D( t ) -u  + Qo(t)w} , t ) .  
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Since Po(t){D(t) -u + Qo(t)w} = [~o(t)D(t)-u - D(t)-u, this means that 
w = w(u, t) ¢* 0 = f (D(t)w, D( t ) -u  + Qo(t) {D( t ) -u  + Qo(t)w}, t) 
¢v ~ := Po(t)w + Qo(t) { D( t ) -u  + Qo(t)w} = ~(u, t). 
Hence, D(t)(o = D(t)w = D(t)(o(u, t), and thus, D(t)w(d, t) = D(t)fo(u, t). l 
While for DAEs with properly formulated leading terms the inherent regular ODE is uniquely 
determined by the problem data, due to different projectors or transformations, a variety of 
inherent regular ODEs has to be taken into account in case of standard form DAEs. 
REMARK 2.5. In particular, the matrices DA-{ 1 and -DA-~IBD - = Dw~ do not depend on 
the choice of Po. Namely, with the two projectors Po,/5o along No, we have A1 = AD + BQo 
and 41 ---- AD + BQo. We compute fi~l = AD + BQoQo = AI(Po + Qo) and, hence, A11 = 
(Po + Qo)-IA11 = (-Do + Qo)A1-1, obtaining D,4~ -1 = DA11. Compute further 
DA~IBD - = DA~IBD-DD - = DAI~BD-DD - = DA~IBPoD - 
= Df tT IBD - = DA11BD - .  
We finish this section with a solvability statement that follows the lines of [2]. 
We denote by [[[.[[[oo the maximum norm on a compact interval 27. 
THEOREM 2.3. I f  the DAE (2.1) has index 1, then the following assertions are true. 
(i) Through each x0 E Ad0(t0), to E 270, there passes exactly one solution of (2.1). 
(ii) Given a solution x.  E Cb(Z,l~ m) of (2.1), 27 compact, to E 27, then all perturbed IVPs 
f ( (Dx) ' ( t ) ,  x(t), t) = q(t), D(to) (x(to) - x °) = O, (2.9) 
x ° E R "~, q E C(Z, Rm), are uniquely solvable on C~(Z, Nm), supposing the perturbations 
IID(t0)(x ° - x,(t0))ll and IIIqllloo are su~cientlr sinai1. 
(iii) For the solution x(.) of (2.9) it holds that 
Itlx - x,  llloo ~ K{HD(to)(x(to) - ~,(to))ll + IIIqllloo}. 
PROOF. 
(i) Using Lemma 2.1, we construct the inherent regular ODE (2.8). Then, we solve the IVP 
for (2.8) with u(to) -- D(to)xo and define the continuous function 
x(t) := D(t) -u(t )  + Qo(t)w(u(t), t), z(t0) -- x0. 
Obviously, D(t)x(t) = D(t)D(t ) -u(t )  = R(t)u(t) = u(t) is continuously differentiable, thus 
x(.) C C 0. From the ODE (2.8), we have 
R(t)u'(t) = D(t)w(u(t) ,  t). 
Therefore, 
o = I(R(t)u'(t),  D(t) -u(t)  + Qo(t)w(u(t), t) = I((Dx)'(t) ,  x(t), t). 
(ii) Denote u.(t) := D(t)x,(t), t e 27. By means of Lemma 2.4 below we provide a function 
~(u, t,p) which is defined for 
fez ,  vem(0, ) 
tEZ 
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for certain p > 0, r > 0, such that 
f (D(t)CO, D( t ) -u  + Qo(t)co, t) - p = O. 
We consider q(.) E C(27,~ m) satisfying Itlqllloo < T, and x ° E R m, such that lID(to)(x ° - 
x.(to))H < p; thus, if we denote u ° := D(to)x °, it holds that II u° -u.(to) l l  < p. We solve the IVP 
ur(t) - R'(t)u(t) = n(t)co(u(t), t, q(t)), u(to) = u °. 
Again, u(t) = R(t)u(t) holds true, and 
x(t) := D(t) -u(t )  + Qo(t)co(u(t), t q(t)) 
is the wanted solution. 
(iii) From 
we derive 
u'(t) - u~.(t) = R'(t)(u(t) - u.(t)) + D(t) {co(u(t), t, q(t)) - co(u.(t), t, 0)}, 
u(to) - u.(to) --- D(to)(x(to) - x.(to) )
~,'(t) - ¢ . ( t )  = n ' ( t ) (~( t )  - ~ . ( t ) )  
£ +D(t) co~(su(t) + (1 - s)u,(t) ,t ,  sq(t)) ds (u(t) - u,(t))  
+D(t) f :  co;(...) es q(t). 
Since Z is compact, we may obtain uniform bounds for R r, DCO~ = -DA-ZIBD,  and DCO~ = 
DA-~:. Consequently, 
Ilur(t) - u'.(t)l l < L: ]tu(t) - u. ( t ) l l  + L211q(t)ll, 
which leads to 
Finally, in 
II~,(t) - ~ . ( t ) l l  ~ Ls (lID(to)(x(to) - x . ( t0 ) l l  + IIIqllloo) • 
x(t) - x.(t)  = D(t ) -  (u(t) - u.(t))  I: +Qo(t) co~(su(t) + (1 - s)u,(t), t, sq(t)) ds (u(t) - u,(t)) 
+Qo(t) ff~;(... ) ds q(t), 
we may use bounds for D- ,  Q0co~ = -QoAT:BD-  and Qoco~ = QoA'Z: to obtain the desired 
inequality. | 
As a consequence of the implicit function theorem, analogously to Lemma 2.1, we obtain the 
following assertion, which shall be used once more in the next section. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let to e 5, xo e A4(to), Yo E ImD(t0)  such that f(yo, xo, to) = O. We denote 
uo := D(to)xo, wo := D(to)-Yo + Q(to)xo, and _P(w, u, t, p) := f (D(t )w,  D( t ) -u  + Qo(t)w, t) - p 
with (w,u, t ,p)  E R m × R n x R × IR m in a neighbourhood of (wo, uo,to, O). 
Then, ff N ( to ) A S(yo ,x0, to) = {0}, the equation F( w, u, t, p) = 0 implicitly determines the 
-, = -r = A'~:, function w = CO(u, t, p) and it holds that CO(u, t, p) = CO(R(t)u, t,p), w~, -A -~:BD- ,  wp 
co(~, t, o) = ~(~, t) with the r. .ct io.  ~(~, t) from iem~a 2.1. 
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3. NUMERICAL  INTEGRATION 
After we have analyzed initial value problems for (2.5), we study its numerical solution with 
Runge-Kutta methods and BDFs in this section. Recall that for properly formulated DAEs the 
leading term shows all the involved erivatives. Hence, when we use a standard ODE method to 
solve an index 1 DAE (2.1), we can ensure that it is used only for the part of the solution that 
is derived, and therefore, we can expect good numerical results. 
3.1, Numerical Integration by Ruuge-Kutta Methods 
We consider an s-stage Runge-Kutta method with coefficients (b T, .4). We assume that Ma- 
trix -4 is regular and the method is stiffly accurate, i.e., as/ = bi, i = 1, . . . ,  s. We denote 
t~i = t~_l +cih, and aij = (-4-1)ij. As usual we assume that .All = c and thus cs = 1. Given an 
approximation x~-x of the solution of (2.2) at t~-a, the new approximation x~ at tn = tn-1 + h 
is given by 
Xr$ ~ XT1,8 , 
where the internal stages X~, i = 1, . . . ,  s, are obtained by solving the system 
f([DX]'ni, X~i , t . i  ) = O, i = 1,.. .  ,s, (3.1) 
with the internal derivatives defined by 
1 $ 
[DX]' i  = -~ Z a,j (D . jXn j  - D . - l x . -1 )  , 
j=l 
i = 1, . . . , s .  
Observe that (3.1) is the numerical solution obtained when the equivalent problem 
z - D(t)x = O, (3.2) 
f ( (R(t)z(t) ) ' ,  x(t), t) = 0 (3.3) 
is solved by this RK method. 
We apply the same decoupling process to (3.1), as it was used for obtaining equations (2.6),(2.7) 
from (2.1). 
$ 
Denote Uni = DniZni,  u,~-i = D~- lx , -1 ,  and [U]~ i = (1/h) ~ j= l~ i j (Un  j -u ,~- l ) ,  i = 
1 , . . . , s .  
Applying Lemma 2.1 once more yields D~i[DX]~ i + Qo,,uXn~ = w(Uni, t~),  but this leads to 
P~i[U]' i  = D,~/w(U,~i, t . /  ), 
Qo,.~ x .~ = Qo, . /w(  tr.~ , t.~ ) , 
(3.4) 
i = 1 , . . . , s .  (3.5) 
Thus, the numerical solution can be decoupled into 
xn = Dn U~s + Qo,,~X,~, 
where U,~s is the last internal stage in (3.4) and Qo,,~Xns is given by (3.5). 
REMARK 3.1. Observe that given x, -1,  we only advance with D~_lx~- l ,  and thus, the errors 
in the nullspace of D are not propagated. 
REMARK 3.2. For nonstiffiy accurate ILK methods, once we have computed internal stages Xni, 
we can define the numerical approximation at tn as 
x. = px,,-1 + @T-4-1 ® I . )  X,.  
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where Xn = (X=i, . . . ,  X,~) and p = 1 -bTA- i l l .  However, in this ease, Qo,nxn does not satisfy 
equation (3.5) in general, i.e., x= may not belong to Ad0(t,~). 
In order to obtain a convergence r sult, we proceed like in the standard theory of numerical 
methods for regular ODEs, studying first the stability of the scheme. For this purpose, we 
consider the perturbed schemes 
f ([D ]ni, X=i, t,u) = ~,u, i = 1, s, (3.6) 
8 where [DX]~i = (l/h) E~=l aij(D~jX~ - D~-lxn-1), i = 1, . . . ,  s, and 
f ([D)(] : , ,  X,~i, t,~,) = $,~¢, i=  1, . . . ,s ,  
8 
where [D)(]~/= (l/h) Ej=I a,~(D~f~ - D~-1~-1), i = 1,..., s. 
The deeoupling process for (3.6) and (3.7) gives 
(3.7') 
Qo,  X i = i=  1, . . . ,s ,  
(3.s) 
and 
= (G, ,  t , . ,  G) ,  ',: = L ,  s, 
respectively, where @(u, t,p) is determined by Lemma 2.4. Recall that ~(u, t, 0) = w(u, t) with 
the function w(u, t) obtained from Lemma 2.1. 
A stable scheme is defined as follows. Consider grids to < tl < ""  < t,~ < -.. < T on the 
interval [to, T] = 27 C_ 27o. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The Runge-Kutta method (3.1) is said to be stable if, for a11 sm~ciently sinai/ 
perturbations [5~i[ < r, [6,~i[ <_ r, it holds that 
['Xn--~n"<__ K ( HD°x°-DOy~OH+maxt<_n {maxl<_i<_s H6t~- ~*~]]}) , n>_ 1, 
where K does not depend on the stepsizes used. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let x. 6 C~([to,T],]~ m) be a solution of the index-X tractab]e DAE (2.!). 
Let @ from Lemma 2.4 be given on/4 × [t0,T] x ~B(0,r), where L /c  R '~ is a sufficiently large 
neighbourhood of the set {D(t)x.(t) : t 6 [to, T]}. Let DAI1BD -, A1 1, and Pc~n be bounded. 
Then, the RK scheme applied to (2.1) is stable. 
The proof is given in the Appendix below. 
From this stability result, we can obtain convergence for the RK method now. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.1 be valid. If the RK method satisfies the 
condition C(q) ,~,lld the solution x.(.) of (2.1) s, atis~es D(.)x,( .)  e C q+l, then the method is 
convergent at least of order q. 
PROOF. We consider the solution x.(t) in the perturbed scheme 
f ([Dx.]'n,,x.(t~,),t~i) = ~i, i= 1,. . . ,s ,  
with [Dx.]~, = (l/h) E~=I aij(D~jx,(t,~j) - Dn-lx.(t~-l)), and the unperturbed scheme (3.1) 
for the numerical solution. Due to stability, the inequality 
rim,, - x.(t~)ll ~ K O]Domo-Dox.(to)[l +maxe<~ l , <.,max ,~ti[ ) (3.1o) 
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becomes true. As 
5~, = A (x.(t~), t~) [Dx.]~, - b(x.(t~,), t~i) = A (x.(t~), t~) {[Dx.]~ - (Dx.)'(t~) } , 
the C(q) condition implies that 5,u = O(hq), and from (3.10) we obtain the desired result. | 
REMARK 3.3. It is well known that the order of some RK methods applied to explicit ODEs 
(ODE order for short) is higher than the stage order q. For instance, the s-stage Radau IIA 
method satisfies C(s), but its ODE order is 2s - 1. It is also well known that for semiexplicit 
index 1 DAEs there is no order reduction, i.e., the ODE order is maintained. However, for fully 
implicit index 1 DAEs the ODE order is no longer preserved and order reductions may happen 
(cf. [9]). 
As we will see below, for all so-called numerically well-formulated index 1 DAEs (semiexplicit 
index 1 DAEs fall into this class), the ODE order is reached again. Hence, Theorem 3.2 gives 
only a general lower bound on the order. 
3.2. Numerical Integration by BDFs 
We consider now the numerical solution of properly formulated DAEs with k-step variable- 
coefficient BDFs, k < 6. We proceed in a similar way to the study of Runge-Kutta methods in 
the previous ection. 
For BDFs, given an approximation x~-i  of the solution of (2.2) at t,~-l, the new approxima- 
tion x~ at t~ -- t~_ 1 + h~ is obtained via 
where [Dx]~ is defined by 
f ([Dx]~, x~, t~) = O, (3.11) 
k 
1 
[Dx]~ = -~ ~ ~,~D,~_~x~_~. 
j=0  
Observe that, as for RK methods, (3.11) is the numerical solution obtained when the equivalent 
problem (3.2),(3.3) is solved by the BDF method. 
We apply the decoupling process to (3.11) to obtain 
(3.12) /~[u]~ = Dnw(un, tn), 
Qo,nXn -- Qo,,~w(un, tn), (3.13) 
where ~ D:~ and [u]" (1/h~) ~ ---- = ~- j=0 c~ju~_j. Thus, the numerical solution can be written 
as  
x~ = D~u~ + Qo,~x~ • A4o(t~), 
where u~ is obtained from (3.12) and Qo,~x~ is given by (3.13). For BDFs, Remark 3.1 is also 
valid. 
Again, to obtain a convergence r sult we proceed like in the standard theory of numerical 
methods for regular ODEs and first we study the stability of the scheme. That is why we 
consider the perturbed schemes 
f ([Dx]~, x~, t~) = 5~, (3.14) 
k where [Dx]~ = (1/hn) ~'~j=o anjDn-jx~-j, and 
y ([D~]", ~ , t~)  = ~,  (3.15) 
where [D~]~ k = (1/hn) Y~j=0 (~,~jDn-j n-j .  The decoupling process for (3.14) and (3.15) gives 
R,[~]'~ = D~(~,  t~, 5~), 
Q0,:~ = Qo,~(u~, t~, ~) ,  (3.16) 
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and 
Qo,n   = Q0,n  <) ,  (a . l r )  
respectively. A stable scheme is defined as follows. Consider compact intervals [to, T] and grid,~ 
to <t~ < ..- <t~ < ... <T .  
DEFINITION 3.2. The BDF method (3.11) is called stable if for all perturbations tlSn][ < r, 
[[6~[[ <_ r, r sutt]ciently small, it holds that 
Recall that in the regular ODE case there are restrictions to choose the stepsize for the variable 
coefficient BDF. Thus, we only consider grids to < tl < .-- < tn, ~n _< T, such that there is an 
Nk'n°rm I1" t1. with II&i[* <- 1 for n >__ k and all grids where 
I In 1 --Olnk Olr~'~ 
", C~nO 
1 0 
Observe that in the constant stepsize case, ~'~ = ~- is constant and [1" [[. exists due to Dahlquist's 
root criterion for k <_ 6 (cf. [10]). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 be given. Then the BDF applied to (2.1) is 
stable on grids ~ith II&ll, <- 1. 
For the proof we refer to the Appendix. 
THEOREM 3.4. We consider the k-step BDF. If the solution x.(.) of (2.1) satisfies D(.)x.(.) E 
C k+l and Dext -D~x.( t t )  = O(hk), g = 0, . . . ,  k -1 ,  then the method is convergent with order k. 
PROOF. We consider the solution x.(t) in the perturbed scheme 
f ([Dx.]: ,x.(tn),tn) = an, 
with [Dx.]" = (1 /h~)~=0an jx , ( tn_ j ) ,  and the unperturbed scheme (3.11) for the numericed 
solution. Due to stability, the inequality 
II~n - x.(t=)li _ < K ( max tIDex, - Dtx.  (tt)N + max an ~ (3.18;) 
~0<~<k-1 n<_k ] 
holds true. As an = - = - 
the consistency with order k of the BDF implies 5n = O(hl¢). From (3.18) we obtain the desired 
result. | 
As expected, the standard integration methods work well on compact intervals. Choosing 
sufficiently fine grids, we obtain sufficiently close approximation. 
In the following section, we deal with the qualitative behaviour of the numerical approximations 
on infinite intervals. 
4. NUMERICALLY  WELL-FORMULATED DAES 
As we have seen in Section 2, for the properly formulated index 1 DAE (2.1), the inherent 
regular ODE is 
(Dx)' = R'Dx + w(Dx, t) 
and it has ImD(t) as invariant subspace. If ImD(t) is constant, then Dx satisfies (cf. Theo- 
rem 2.2) the relation 
(Dx)' = w(Dx, t). (4.],) 
The condition Im D(t) to be constant also has nice consequences for the numerical solution. 
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THEOREM 4.1. We consider the numerical solution of an index 1 DAE with a st i~y accurate 
RK method or a BDF method. Assume that Im D(t) is constant. Then the numerical solution 
can be decoupled into 
x~ = D~ D~x~ + Qo,~xm 
where Dnxn is the numerical solution with the RK method or the BDF applied to the regular 
ODE (4.1) and Qo,J~ = Qo,~w(x~, t~). 
PROOF. First, observe that due to the definition of [DX]~ for RK methods or [Dx]~ for BDFs, 
we have 
M[DX]'~, = [MDX]~, M[Dx]', = [MDx]'~ 
for any constant Matrix M. Apply a similar decoupling process as the one applied to obtain the 
inherent regular ODE to the RK method (3.1). This yields (3.4),(3.5) once more. As ImD(t) is 
constant, there exists a constant projector V such that Im D(t) = Im V. For such a projector we 
have R(t)V = V, VD(t) = D(t), (I - V)D(t) = O. Therefore, 
P~[DX]'n~ = P~iY[DX]~ + R~i(I - V)[DX]~, = V[DX]~ i = [DX]'~, 
which means that the inherent regular ODE (4.1) is treated by this RK method, too. 
For the BDF (3.1), the decoupling process provides (3.12),(3.13). Proceeding in a similar way 
as it was done for RK methods, we obtain P~[Dx]~ -- [Dx]~, which implies that the inherent 
regular ODE (4.1) is integrated by the same BDF method. | 
A consequence of Theorem 4.1 is that, if the inherent regular ODE is contractive for a certain 
norm, then the approximations Dnxn, given by an algebraically stable RK method behave also 
contractively for that norm. 
The fact that, due to a constant Im D(t), the inherent regular ODE is integrated numerically 
in the right way, justifies the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Index 1 DAEs with constant Im D(t) are numerically well formulated. 
In other words, numerically well-formulated DAEs are those where the discretization and the 
decoupling commute. 
If the DAE is not numerically well formulated, strong restrictions on the stepsize h may be 
necessary for algebraically stable IRK methods in order to reflect he asymptotical behaviour of 
the solution. 
With the concept of numerically well-formulated DAEs we can explain, within the same frame- 
work, the known conditions (cf. [2,4-6]) that ensure a good qualitative behaviour of the numerical 
solution of standard form DAEs (1.7) and (1.4), respectively. Recall from [2] that, if Ker E(x, t) 
is constant, the equation 
E(x(t), t)x'(t) + f(x(t), t) = 0 (4.2) 
should be rewritten as 
E(x(t), t)(PEX)'(t) + f(x(t), t) = 0 (4.3) 
using a constant projector PE along KerE(x,t).  Here we have D := PE, R := PE, thus a 
numerically well-formulated DAE results, just with constant R. This confirms the positive results 
on contractivity in [2], etc. In particular, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Given the index 1 DAE (4.2) and its numerical solution by a stiffly accurate 
RK method or a BDF. If Ker E(x, t) is constant, then (4.2) is numerically equivalent to the 
numerically well-formulated DAE (4.3). 
The following example illustrates Proposition 4.2. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. We consider the special standard form DAE 
_ x ( t )  = o, t > o, 
/ 
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which has index 1 for 1 + c~ # 0 and whose solution satisfies 
= = 
Notice that S(t) = {x e ~2 : x~ = (~tx2} varies with time. What happens in this case is 
that KerE(t)  = {x E R 2 : x2 = 0} is constant and the problem is numerically equivalent 
to E(t)(PEx) ' (t)  + F(t)x(t)  = 0, with PEa constant projector along KerE(t).  This DAE 
is numerically well formulated. The numerical solution with the implicit Euler method is as 
expected 
1 
Xl'n ~--- OL~nX2'n: X2'n = 1 -4- o~h x l 'n - l "  
As the following example shows, if Ker E(t) varies with t, then we may have restrictions on 
the stepsize h indeed. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the linear homogeneous standard form DAE (1.4) with coefficients 
0 , F ( t )=a 1 5t -1  ' q( t )=O.  
For arbitrary parameters c~ # 0, 6 # 1, this DAE has index 1. Its solution is 
xl(t)  = ~-L--~(11 - 6t)xu(t), x2(t) = x2,oe (~-~)t. 
The imphcit Euler method generates 
1 1 +5h 
Xl,n+l = ~-~(1  - 6t,~+l)x2,~+l, x2,~+1 = 1 + ¢~x2,~. 
For 5 = 0, i.e., in the constant coefficient case, everything is as expected. Obviously, if 5 ¢~ 0, the 
solution is exponentially stable for 5 < cr, but the condition I1 + 5h I < I1 + ¢h I may imply strong 
additional stepsize restrictions. Observe that close to ¢h ~ -1  the numerical approximation 
explodes while nothing happens with the true solution. For this problem both subspaces 
6t -1  KerE( t )= X : Xl = x2 s ( t )= x :x l= T-_ z2 , , 
vary with t for 6 # 0. 
Modified BDF methods and modified RK methods to integrate linear variable coefficient 
DAEs (1.4) have been proposed in [4,5], respectively. Both approaches are based on the nu- 
merical integration of the DAE 
(E(t)x(t)) '  + (F(t) - E'(t))x(t)  = O. (4.4) 
This DAE is not properly formulated, but the equivalent DAE 
Rs(t ) (E( t )x( t ) ) '  - RE(t)E(t ) '  x(t) + F(t)x(t)  = O, (4.5) 
where RE(t)  is a projector onto ImE(t),  is so. 
In [5,6] contractivity conditions for the E(t)x(t)  part of the solution are studied. It is proved 
that for stiffly accurate algebraically stable RK methods, provided that Im E(t)  is constant, the 
E(tn+l)xn+l part of the numerical solution for (4.4) is also contractive. Now, we can give an 
explanation of this fact. 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. Given the index 1 DAE (4.4) and its numerical solution with a stittty accurate 
RK  method or a BDF. I f Im E(t) is constant, and RE denotes a constant projector onto Im E(t), 
then (4.4) is numerically equ/valent to the numerically welI-formulated DAE 
RE(E(t)x(t)) '  - REE(t)'x(t) + F(t)x(t) = O. (4.6) 
In Example 4.1, ImE(t)  is constant, and thus the resulting DAE (4.6) is numerically well 
formulated. The inherent regular ODE constructed with Ex is contractive for 5 - # > 0 and 
thus the Ex part of the numerical solution has this contractivity behaviour for any stepsize, too. 
When this equation was integrated in [5,6] as (4.4), the numerically well-formulated DAE (4.6) 
was used, virtually. 
If a linear standard form index 1 DAE (1.4) possesses a continuously differentiable canonical 
projector Pcan(t) onto KerE(t)  along the subspace S(t) = {z 6 ]~m : F(t)z  6 ImE(t)}, one can 
use the special reformulation 
E(t)( Pcan(t)x(t) )' + (F(t) - E(t)P~an(t) ) x(t) = q(t), (4.7) 
which has again a properly stated leading term. In case of a time-invariant subspace S(t), (4.7) is 
numerically well formulated. However, applying numerical methods to (4.7) is expensive if one 
has to compute the projector values Pcan(t) as well as the derivative P~n(t) numerically. Hence, 
different reformulations can be more effective (cf. [11]). However, for homogeneous equations 
E(t)x'(t) + F(t)x(t) = O, (4.8) 
there is a remarkable feature. For the homogeneous problem we have x(t) = Pcan(t)x(t) so 
that (4.8) is equivalent to the equation 
E(t)(Pcan(t)x(t))' + F(t)x(t) = 0, (4.9) 
which has a properly formulated leading term. It turns out that problems (4.8) and (4.9) are 
also numerically equivalent when they axe solved by stiffly accurate RK method or BDFs. To 
see this observe that the numerical solution of (4.8) with a stiffly accurate RK method satisfies 
Xn~ = Pc~n,n~X~i and thus, instead of 
E,~X~i + FniX,~ = O, i = 1,. . . ,  s, 
with X,~i = x,~-1 + h ~=1 aqX~j, i = 1, . . . ,  s, we can write equivalently 
+ = 0, i = 1 , . . . ,  s,  
with P¢~n,niX~i = P¢~n,~-lx~-I +h ~=1 aij[Pc~,X]~, i = 1, . . . ,  s, that means that we virtually 
integrate (4.9). Similar reasoning ives the result for BDFs. 
Now, if ImPcan(t) -- S(t) is constant, then the DAE (4.8) is numerically well formulated. We 
summarize this in the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Given the linear, homogeneous index i DAE (4.8) and its numerical solution 
with a stiffly accurate RK method or a BDF. If  S(t) is constant, then (4.8) is numerically 
equivalent to the numerically well-formulated DAE (4.9). 
5. THE GENERAL INDEX 1 CASE 
Consider now the general equation 
A(x(t), t)(d(x(t), t))' + b(x(t), t) -- 0, (5.1) 
where d : :Do x Z0 -~ R n is an additional possibly nonlinear continuous function that has a 
continuous partial derivative d'x(x,t ) =: D(x,t). A function x(.) : Zx --* R "~ is said to be a 
solution of (5.1) in the interval 2"~ C :To if it is continuous, d(x(.), .) is continuously differentiable, 
and (5.1) is satisfied pointwise. 
As in Section 2, with A40(t) := {x E :Do : b(x,t) E ImA(x,t )},  we have for all solutions that 
x(t) E Ad0(t), t E Zx. 
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DEFINITION 5.1. Equation (5.1) has a properly formulated leading term if 
KerA(x , t )@ImD(x , t )=~ ~, fo ra f lxe :D0,  te270, 
and there is a projector function R E Cl(27o, L(R'~)) such that R(t) 2 = R(t), KerA(x,t)  =: 
Ker R(t), Im D(x, t) = Im R(t), and d(x, t) = R(t)d(z, t), for nil x e Do, t e Zo. 
][n particular, Ker A(x, t) and ImD(x,  t) do not depend on x, i.e., one should try to arrange 
things in such a way. Note that, if at the beginning only one of these subspaces is independent 
of x, we may have both of them independent of x in a new version by simple rearrangements. 
If (5.1) has a properly formulated leading term, the enlarged system 
A(x(t), t)(R(t)y(t))' + b(x(t), t) = O, 
(5.2) 
y(t) - d(x(t), t) -= 0 
has also a properly formulated leading term and the entire system is of the form (2.1). 
If x .  E C with d(x.(.), .) E C 1 solves the original DAE (5.1), then the pair (x., y.) E C, y.(.) :=: 
d(x.(.), .), R(.)y.(.) -- y.(.) e C 1 satisfies (5.2) and vice versa. In this sense, (5.1) and (5.2) are 
equivalent. 
For x E :Do, y E R n, t E 270, we shall use the following notations: 
No(x, t) := Ker A(x, t)D(x, t), 
B(y,x, t )  := b~(x,t) + (A(x,t)y)~,, 
So(y,x,t) := {z E R m : B(y,x , t )z  E ImA(x , t )} .  
DEFINITION 5.2. DAE (5.1) with properly formulated leading term has index 1 if No(x,t) rl 
&(y ,x , t )  = {0} for x e 90, t e Z0, y ~ ~.  
THEOREM 5.1. The DAE (5.1) and its enlarged system (5.2) have index 1 at the same time. 
PROOF. We put (5.2) in the form 2~(~,t)(D~)' + b(~,t) = 0, ~ = (v) and compute 
I! 
l \  ,] Z2 J 
THEOREM 5.2. Let the DAE (5.1) have index I. 
(i) Through each Xo E Mo(to), to 6 Zo, there passes exactly one solution of (5.1). 
(ii) Given a solution x.(.) of (5.1) in the compact interval Z C_ :To, to E 5[. Then all perturbed 
IVPs 
A(x(t), t)(d(x(t), t))' + b(x(t), t) = q(t), d(x(to), to) -= R(to)y °, 
yO E ]R ~, q E C (27, R'~), (5.3) 
are uniquely solvable in the same interval 27 supposed the perturbations ][tq[]l~ and 
[[ d( x, ( to ) , to) - R( to )y°[] are sufficiently small. 
(iii) For the solution x(.) of the IVP (5.3) it holds that 
l[Ix - z , l l [~ < K {IJd(x(to), to) - d(x.(to), t0)H + tiIq]lloo} • 
PROOF. Since (5.1) has index 1, by Theorem 5.1, the enlarged system (5.2) is an index 1 DAI~, 
too. Thus, we may apply Theorem 2.3 to the latter one. Notice that we have 
0 EL  
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Take zo e Ado(to) and put yo := d(xo,to), 
=(::) 
By Theorem 2.3(i), there is a unique solution 
(Y(.)) 
= \x ( . )  
of (5.2) such that ~(t0) = 50. The first solution component y(.) has a continuously differentiable 
part (Ry)(.). This implies that d(x(.), .) = y(.) = (Ry)(.) is also C 1. Hence, the component x(.) 
is the wanted solution. 
Statements (ii) and (iii) may be derived by similar arguments. | 
In Section 3, we have mentioned the equivalence ofthe RK methods and BDFs applied to (2.1) 
and its enlarged system (3.2),(3.3). The same holds true for (5.1) and (5.2). Therefore, the above 
assertions about stability and convergence of RK methods and BDFs can be used to obtain 
stability and convergence r sults for these methods when they are applied to (5.1). 
DEFINITION 5.3. The index 1 DAE (5.1) is said to be numerically weft formulated f f ImD(x , t )  
does not vary at all. 
If the DAE (5.1) has rectangular full-rank matrices A(x, t) and D(z, t), i.e., Ker A(z, t) = o, 
Im D(x, t) = R n, then, in the index 1 case, it is always numerically well formulated. 
Summarize that, applied to the index 1 DAE (5.1), the BDFs and ILK methods considered 
here show convergence and stability if the stepsizes tend to zero. 
If the DAE is just numerically well formulated, then, additionally, the original integration 
method is transferred to the inherent regular ODE without conversion. In the consequence, the 
qualitative reflection behaviour of the methods known from the explicit case is maintained for 
the DAE. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
When modelling complex processes by means of DAEs, at the beginning one should carefully 
investigate he leading term and propose properly formulated versions. From the numerical point 
of view, working with--in this way well-formulated problems--means in essence that the ODE 
method is used for discretizing only the differential components. The discussion of numerical 
integration methods has made clear that the case of a constant ImD(x , t ) ,  i.e., numerically 
well-formulated problems, is essentially favourable. If possible, one should use a numerically 
well-formulated version. 
In the forthcoming paper [11], we discuss how to realize this property when modelling problems. 
There, we also study conditions enabling just the standard form DAE to have nice properties such 
that an expensive reformulation can be avoided. Furthermore, contractivity and dissipativity axe 
considered in some detail. 
Concerning higher index DAEs, similar results are expected [12]. 
APPENDIX  
A.1. P roo f  of  Theorem 3.1 
PROOF. We denote E,~i = []n~ - Un~, en-1 =-  Un-1  - -  ~n--1. Subtracting (3.8) from (3.9), we 
obtain 
P~iE' i  =Dm (Co ((r~i, tni , ~ni) -- w(Uni, tni, 6hi)), (A.1) 




j= l  
i=  1, . . . ,s .  





= - - ~ j~(P~j  - P~- l )~n-~,  
j= l  j= l  
we can write (A.1) as 
With the notation E~ 
diag(gnl,... ,gns), we rewrite (A.2) as 
Using that 
we obtain 
i = i . . . ,~ .  (A.2) 
I t = (E~I . . . . .  E~),  and in a similar way E. ,  r . ,  and ¢., and :Dg =: 
E1n = DDWEn + ~-n + Cn. 
hE" = (A -1 ® +) (E .  - ~ ® e._~)  ~ 
( (A-~ ® z) - h r . . )  E .  = (A -~ ® I) (2 ® ~._~) + h~. + he . .  
Now there exists an h. such that the matrix (I - h(A ® I):DD~¢) is nonsingular for h < h., and 
(I - h(A ® I)7)Dg.) -~ <_ 1 + hC~ 
for some constant C1 independent of the stepsize. Consequently, 
E .  = ((A -1 ® I) - hV.w)  -~ { (+4 -~ ® I) (2 ® e._,) + h~. + he.} 
= (I - h (,4 ® I) Z)DW) -1 {(lt ® en) + h(A ® I)~n + h(A ® I)¢n}, 
and hence, 
I]E~]I < (1 + hC1)]le,~_lil + hC2]iT,~il + hC2tl¢,~il. 
Since the projector function R is continuously differentiable, we have 
]Itch < L(IIE, I! + ][e,~-l[I). 
Thus, for h < 1/C2L, (A.3) gives 
IIE.ll _< (1 + hC3)iie.-lt l  + hC~ll~ll, 
and using that en -=  Ens, we obtain 
lie,d] _< (1 + hCa)Ilen_lII + hC211TnH. 
(A.3) 
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At this point, we simply have to observe that 
II",.,dl <-/< II,s.~ - X., l l  
to obtain 
I1~.11 < (1 + hC:~)lle,-,.-, II + hC~.R" I I ,~.,  - g . , l l  • 
Now the standard recursion procedure provides the required stability bound for e,~, 
Finally, since 
{I' } =Dne,~H-Qo,. ~(su,~H-(1-s)~n,t,~,s6,~.-F(1-s)a..) ds e. 
+ Qo,. { ~1~p(" " ) ds} (6.. - 6..) 
f L' = jo ~ (z - Qo,,AT~(. . . )B(. . . ))  d~D~e, + Qo,,ATI( . . . )  ds ~) ,  
we may estimate 
IIx. - ~.11 -</~11~,.,tl ÷ K~ Ila.~ - X~ll  
and obtain the required inequality. 
A.2. P roo f  of  Theorem 3.3 
PROOF. Subtracting (3.16) from (3.17) and denoting e,-1 = ?~n-1 -- Un--1, we obtain 




e n = -~ Olnjen-- j .  
j=O 
k 
Rnel n , 1 = ~. + ~ ~. j~(~ - ~_ j )~._ j .  
j=O 
Thus, denoting &aS = a~j/a~0 and 
!]d'n : w~u ( ' r f i .  + ( I  -- T)Um t., 6.) d% 
~-. = D.  {,~ (~. , t . ,  ~.) - ~ (,~.,t. , ,~.)}, 
k 
1 
¢. = ~ a.j~(R. - R.-Ae.-,, 
j= l  
we can write (A.4) as 
k ha 
OZn0 O~n0 
j= l  
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
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Now there exists an h. such that the matr ix ( I -  (hn/ano)D.ITV.) is nonsingular for h .  < h. and. 
ll(i I 
for some constant independent of the stepsize. Denoting Hn := ( I  - (hn/ano)DnI;Vn), equw. 
tion (A.5) can be written as 
en = Hg 1 - ~ (~nje~-j + ~r~ - hn¢~ • (A.6} 
j:l ~nO 
With the notation 
~n = D, J2V ,~I Ig  ~ an jen- j ,  O, . . . , O , 
j=l 
we rewrite (A.6) as 
T ,  = 
cn  = 0 , . . . ,  0 ) ,  
= ® I)E _1 + - _ 
(~nO 0~0 O(nO 
Hence, taking into consideration that there is a norm such that I1~11. <- 1 for all n, we have 
IIEnll* <- liEn-Ill* + ha~lITnll* + ha~llq2,~ + ~nll*, 
where an = 1/[ano[. Now, as HT~[]. _< k{IJ ~ - 5n{{ and []~n + On[{, _< LHEn-z[[., using the 
standard recursion procedure we obtain the required stability bound for en. Proceeding with 
Xn - ~2n like in the RK case, we obtain the stability bound. |] 
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